similarity between different complex networks inspires disciplines can be investigated as complex networks the idea that network growth mechanisms represent and most of them comply with a scale-free network some basic natural tendency to create order from model. We explore the view that a software system can chaos. be studied as a network with a number of components (classes) connected by dependency (integration)
Introduction
A component can be a traditional component in CORBA or a Java bean, a class in an object-oriented system, a sub-system of a software system and even a As software intensive systems become larger and hardware device. Similarly, the relationship between more complex there is a need to better understand the two components is also abstracted as a dependency evolution of software systems is like that of other kinds of complex systems. Not only does this result inspire some philosophical consideration of software systems, but it also has practical value.
In this paper, based on CDNs, we propose a A method, which applies a webmining technique [20] , to identify important classes (components) for large software systems. This analysis is static. Compared to a dynamic approach [8] based on the runtime method call, the proposed approach is more suitable for investigating libraries or systems where an overall dynamic analysis is impossible. The organization of the paper is as follow. In Figure 1 . Lattice with degree 4 section 2, we briefly introduce complex networks and describe some properties they exhibit. In section 3, we A small world network has a short diameter1 and present some evidence to support the claim that high clustering coefficien?. A simple method to software systems adhere to complex network principles generate a small world network is through a dynamic and show scale-free network properties. In section 4, random 'rewiring' procedure on a lattice. For example we introduce the proposed method to identify in Figure 2 , three new connections have been added in important classes in a software system. Finally, some the original lattice. The new network has a smaller discussions are provided in section 5 and a brief diameter and keeps a high clustering coefficient. This summary is presented in the last section.
kind of network was originally studied in human social networks [19] .
Complex networks
For many years, networks have been treated as either random networks or as highly structured lattices. Figure 1 , each vertex is associated with exactly 4 Figure 2 Lattice with rewiring edges.
The scale-free network model was introduced in However, these two traditional models cannot be 1990s [2] . The most important feature of a scale-free used to explain many real large complex networks such network is the power-law degree distribution (see as human social networks. Therefore, two new network models have been proposed; the first one is small world networks [18] and the second is scale-free networks [3] .
1 The diameter of a network is defined as the longest distance between two nodes in the network. 2 The clustering coefficient is defined as: in a network, for each node i, suppose there are ki other nodes connected to it and there are n, links between those ki nodes, then the coefficient for node i is Ci =2 ni l ki (ki -1) . The clustering coefficient ofthe whole network is the average of all nodes' clustering coefficient. Figure 33 ), on contra to the normal distribution of a network [12] , research collaboration networks, social random network. The direct effect of a power-law networks and the World Wide Web [3] . system written in Java, each public class (or a public interface) is a node. Suppose C, and C2 are two classes The significance of the scale-free network model is of a Java system. If in the source code of C, C, is due to the factthatmany real world complex networks explicitly referred to, we say class C1 is directly are discovered to comply with this model. Those dependent on C2. We represent this relationship by a networks include cellular metabolisms [11] , chemical directed link from node C1 to node C2 in the CDN.
reaction networks, the internet, the protein regulatory Some links are bi-directional, which means the two _______________________________ linked classes are dependent on each other.
We have developed a tool to explore the y oc X x is the number of connections, y is the topological structure of a Java package's CDN (include number of nodes, and y is the distribution exponent sub-packages). The tool can be freely downloaded from the web [24] . After selecting a target Java average distance and the maximum distance between package, this tool can perform the following tasks:
nodes. Finally the power-law distribution exponent is shown as ry", rtou and r7,t which represent the The statistical results of the tested Java packages are listed in Table 1 . In this table, n is the number of nodes, I is the total number of links, Id is the total number of bi-directional links, k is the average degree, std is the standard deviation of the degree distribution, p is the probability of having a link From Table 1 , it can be seen that the standard deviation of the degree distribution is about three times the size of the average degree. This is significantly different from a normally distributed random network model (in a normal distribution, the standard deviation is equal to the mean). The clustering coefficient is about 20 times larger than p, whereas in a random network, the clustering coefficient is approximately > equal to p [1]. Therefore these CDNs are clearly not random networks.
For the eight Java CDNs tested, the degree distributions for incoming links power-law distribution. In Figure 8 , even though the distribution is not smooth due to the small size of the sample, a long decreasing tail can be clearly observed. This is characteristic of a power-law distribution and indicates a trend towards the scale-free property.
From our testing result, we argue that the CDN for FrostJava syteSmgrs, t i depenent ogf the functionality of =-the systems, are scale-free networks. Figure 8 . Degree distribution of outgoing links of Java package netp.
Other evidence
The power-law distribution has also been found in software systems written in C++ and Smalltalk. In Chidamber's paper [9] , the authors introduce a metric l________________________________________ called coupling between object classes (CBO) to measure 00 systems. The concept is similar to the .s number of dependent components in this paper. In that paper, two histograms of CBO distribution, which come from a C++ system and a Smalltalk system, have Figure 6 Degree distribution of incoming links types of software systems. of package java.awt.
In this section, we have shown some evidence to support the conjecture that for most software systems,
has been proposed to identify important classes for 00 systems [8] . The main idea of this approach is to 1. What is the fundamental reason for a CDN to be execute some scenarios of the targeted system on a scale-free?
special platform so that all the runtime method calls 2. Is a scale-free network the optimal topological can be recorded, and then analysed to identify some structure for a CDN? If it is not, what is the important classes. optimal structure? 3. What are the practical benefits of knowing that
There are three limitations of the dynamic the topological structure of a CDN is scale-free?
approach. The first limitation is that this method is not suitable for analysing software libraries. The second The first two questions, which are related to the limitation is that, for some large complex systems, it is origin and the advantages of scale-free networks, have not easy to cover all the major functions of the system already drawn many discussions in other disciplines through only a few scenarios. Finally, for some
[2][13] [15] . Some of the discussions are applicable to software systems, there may be no such special software engineering. In Section 5 of this paper, we platform on which all the runtime method calls of a will also provide some discussions. However, a full running system can be recorded. To address these answer of these two questions will be a fundamental limitations, a static approach that identifies important contribution not only to software systems but.-also to components (classes) through the analysis of a CDN, complex systems in general and it is out of the scope of which can be retrieved from the source code, can be a this paper.
good supplement.
To answer the third question, understanding the A scale-free network has only a small numbers of properties of a scale-free network may help to answer highly-connected nodes; we propose that those nodes some interesting questions. For example, why do are more likely to be important components (classes). software systems work properly most of the time with known and unknown defects, but sometimes a very A CDN is a directional network, so it can be useful small defect may cause the whole system to crash? We to separate the incoming connections from the believe that properties 6 and 7 of a scale-free network outgoing connections. Apart from the count of presented in section two may give some answer. A connection numbers, a webmining technique [20] has scale-free network is high error tolerance for random been applied to obtain a more sophisticated measure. errors but vulnerable to well organized attacks. For more practical benefit, we propose that the scale-free
The idea of the webmining technique is not only to property of a CDN may help people to identify count the number of connections, but also to evaluate important components and it may reduce software the quality of the connections. In a network, each node maintenance and re-engineering costs. The details are i has two associated values: the weight of hub (denoted presented in the next section.
by h(i)) and the weight of authority (denoted by a(i)) and they satisfy the following equations:
4. Practical usage h(i) = , a(j), if a link exists from node i to node j.
In the previous section, some evidence has been provided to support the conjecture that a CDN of a ( software system is a scale-free network. In this section, we propose that this knowledge may help people to identify some important components (classes) for Based on the number of incoming and outgoing represented by the code. Some aspects of the research links and the weight of hub and authority, the top 10 include identification of key classes [8] , classification "important" classes from package java have been of subsystems [14] [17], and location of features [10] . calculated and listed in Table 2 . Table 2 , it can be seen that the list of classes to 510 (Table 3) , which is in the middle of the whole with highest numbers of income links is similar to the list as there are more than 1000 public classes and list of classes with highest weight of authority. A interfaces in package java, it is clear that the classes in similar relationship can be seen between the classes the top 10 list are much more frequently used and with highest numbers of outgoing links and those with therefore more important.
highest weight of hub. Generally, there are two different types of important classes. The first type is of In this section, a static approach has been proposed simple but frequently reused class, and for this type of to identify important components (classes) in a important classes, they usually have high number of software system. This approach is based on the incoming links and high weight of authority. Examples assumption that for a software system, the CDN is are "String" and "Object". The second type is of usually a scale-free network and the degree distribution control or high level classes; these kinds of classes are follows a power-law distribution. This feature implies very complex, provide many functions and require the that a small number of components have a higher support of many other classes. They usually have a number of connections and therefore having a high high number of outgoing links and high weight of hub. weight of authority or high weight of hub. This Examples are "Component" and "Window".
approach is also based on the assumption that important components do usually have high weight of Because there is no universal standard for the importance of classes in package java, it may be 5.1. The origin of scale-free networks difficult to claim that all the classes listed in Table 2 are important. However, those with knowledge about Why are many complex networks scale-free, what the Java language will agree that at least half of the is the underlying mathematical model and how can we classes in the top 10 weight of authority are common explain it? used classes such as "String", "Object", "IOException", "System" and "Integer". Comparing 
CDN and the progressive and anti-regressive activities must create at least one link to connect the new node to implies the possibility of using the CDN's complexity the existing nodes. If the probability of connecting the as an indicator or guideline for the software's new node to a particular node is the same among the manageability or the efficiency of the anti-regressive existing nodes, then gradually the early nodes will have activities. more links than the later nodes. However, this model cannot explain why a few nodes end up with many 5.3. Is a scale-free network the best form of a more links than the others, so a modified version has CDN? been introduced. In the new version, the probability of creating a link between the new node and an existing Even though the CDNs of all the tested software node depends on the number of links on the existing systems tend to be scale-free, is a scale-free network node. The more links an existing node has, the higher the best form for a CDN? the probability that it will connect to the new node.
As 9 anTindividunalcomipon fentoree system normalized into a tree [7] . [22] . Progressive activities directly contribute to most efficient connections and remove extra the implementation of software's functionalities but connections). If this procedure is strictly followed, the also increase the software's complexity or entropy. structure of the CDN will be a tree. When a certain level of complexity is reached, the system may be difficult to maintain.
Besides a tree-formed CDN, a layered CDN is another simple form of architecture style. The layered Anti-regressive activities are defined as those architecture is not a new concept [23] . However, in our activities that do not directly increase the functions of a design, the structure is slightly different; we limit that a software product but improve its manageability so the component depend on only components of one level software itself has the potential to grow in the future.
lower. There will be no direct dependency These kinds of activities include updating of system relationships within one level or cross two levels. documentation, rewriting of modules and complexity Figure 9 is an example of a layered CDN. control.
To build a system of a layered CDN, we can Figure 10 . "Button" is only a primary component in package "java.awt", but the depth of the component dependency tree is about 40. However, for a system with layered CDN, the maximum level of the component dependency trees is the number of layers of the system that can be smaller than 10 or even 5. Therefore, if one component has Parallel studies between different disciplines frequently inspire new ideas. The similarity between From the discussion above, we know that the topological structure of a CDN and other types of theoretically, we can build software systems with a complex networks implies that the laws, which work simpler structure than that implied by a scale-free behind the evolution of software systems, could be the network. If complexity is the major concern, we may same as those working behind the evolution of other have a better structure of a CDN.
complex systems such as human society and biological systems. Continuous studies may reveal more commonalities among the structure and evolution of 
